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A. Basic assumptions

I. The Bible is to be interpreted like any other book

a. By thisye mean that the general principles used for interpreting other types oflitera
ture are employed in studying the Bible. Thus, in principle we are suspicious of the
oracular useof Scripture,ofallegeristic hermeneutics to their various forms,and
of merely Pietistic searching for ablessing.
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b. On the other hand, we qualify this principle with the recognition that the Bible is
unique by virtue ofits inspiration. This does entail ms difference of approach to the
Bible whendealing with issues like the fulfillment of prophecy, the unity and non
contradictory nature of the Bible, etc.

2. The language (and the message) of the Bible isculturally and historically specific-
biblical language does not miraculously cross cultural or temporal barriers to impart its
meaning.
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3. There is a difference between meaning and significance, i.e., between the message ofthe
author to his original audience end the applicationof that message to the modern reader!
hearer. -fk
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The result is that the exegete has minimally a twofold task: 1) to determine the author's
Intention and 2) to determine the relevance of the authors message for at" cultural
historical situation. To err on either of these points is still to err.
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4. Context is crucial We distinguish two aspects ofcontext.

a. Itistoncal-cultural context: the concern here is with basic questions of authorship,
date, destination, political-geographical-cultural background. We will elaborate this
below.

Logical -syntactical context: Grant Osborne suggests that the logical -syntactical con-
text be seenas a descending series of concentric circles with each smeller circle having
increased relevance for the interpretation of the passage. - 4o e.. 1II5
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